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ABSTRACT

While the success of electronic music often relies on the uniqueness and quality of selected timbres, many musicians struggle with complicated and expensive equipment and techniques to create their desired sounds. Instead, this paper presents a technique for producing novel timbres that are evolved by the musician through interactive evolutionary computation. Each timbre is produced by an oscillator, which is represented by a special type of artificial neural network called a compositional pattern producing network (CPPN). While traditional ANNs compute only sigmoid functions at their hidden nodes, CPPNs can theoretically produce novel timbres. Evolved with NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT), the aim of this paper is to explore the space of potential sounds that can be generated through such compositional sound synthesis networks (CSSNs). To study the effect of evolution on subjective appreciation, participants in a listener study ranked evolved timbres by personal preference, resulting in preferences skewed toward the first and last generations. In the long run, the CSSN’s ability to generate a variety of different and rich timbre opens up the intriguing possibility of evolving a complete CSSN-encoded synthesizer.

1. INTRODUCTION

While many electronic musicians strive to produce novel timbres for their pieces [9, 18], traditional sound synthesis requires extensive expertise [4]. Inspired by analog oscillators, most digital synthesizers produce periodic combinations of sine, sawtooth, square, and triangle waves [14] that are controlled and manipulated by the user. Because setting synthesizer parameters is complicated, amateur musicians typically default to expert-determined settings to find compelling sounds, thereby limiting the possible novelty of discovered timbres.

To alleviate expertise required by the user and also permit discovery of novel sounds, the approach in this paper is helps users evolve the waveforms through interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) [30]. Each timbre is represented by a special type of artificial neural network called a compositional pattern producing network (CPPN; 28), which unlike traditional artificial neural networks can compute any function at its hidden nodes. CPPNs can not only compute the standard sine, sawtooth, square, and triangle waves present in analog synthesizers, but can also add new functions to theoretically produce novel timbres. The sound producing CPPNs introduced in this paper, called compositional sound synthesis networks (CSSNs) are then evolved through NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT). Each CSSN can complexify over generations (i.e. add and mutate existing functions and weights), which can result in a more personalized CSSN space. By evolving CSSN topologies, users can find and explore a rich space of potential sounds.

Experiments in this paper are designed to explore the perceived quality of evolved timbres produced by CSSNs. In a listener study participants are asked to rank five related timbres from different generations in the same evolutionary run. Results indicate that preference is dependent on the particular user, but that first and later generations are preferred. Section 2 describes previous approaches to sound synthesis with evolutionary computation while section 3 discuss generating timbres with CSSNs. Sections 4 describe the experiment and listener study. Results are presented in 5 and discussed in sections 6 and 7.

2. BACKGROUND

This section introduces previous approaches in evolving sounds and provides background on CPPNs, NEAT, and wavetable oscillators, the foundations of CSSNs.

2.1 Evolutionary Computation and Sound Generation

Timbre choice often influences musical mood and a listener’s perception of quality, and is therefore an important consideration for composers and electronic music producers. While most digital audio workstations provide sound banks from which composers can choose, enhancing these sounds is often left to the user. Because producing desirable sounds is a complex process requiring the optimization of potentially hundreds of parameters [3], several approaches reproduce existing sounds electronically by evolving and optimizing these parameters. For instance, with a given synthesizer, parameters can be evolved to transform a synthe-
sized waveform into target waveforms [12, 20, 16]. Similarly, other methods evolve these waveforms directly [17, 19, 1, 7]. While these approaches can potentially help musicians to create synthesized sounds for music production, they rely on matching existing sounds rather than exploring the space of entirely new sounds.

Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) is a popular method for evolving art and music [5, 30]. Instead of relying on fitness functions designed by developers, users make their own aesthetic decisions by rating candidate individuals. With IEC users can evolve music and sounds [11, 3, 15], images [26], and visuals for video games [24, 8, 10, 23]. For example in MutaSynth [3], timbres are encoded as arrays of floats where each gene represents a synthesizer parameter. Users interactively evolve these sounds by both listening to the generated sound and inspecting a visual representation. Parameters are similarly evolved for the CSound synthesis engine in Johnson [15].

In most approaches, users can explore a sound space that is produced by an external synthesizer whose parameters are interactively evolved. Instead, the approach in this paper allows users to interactively evolve wave forms that are themselves generated by a composition of functions rather than strings of parameter settings.

### 2.2 CPPNs and NEAT

Because timbres are in essence patterns generated from a composition of different functions, in this paper they are represented by compositional pattern producing networks (CPPNs; 28), which are a special type of artificial neural network (ANN) that can compute any activation function at its hidden nodes. In addition to the sigmoid activation functions present in traditional ANNs, CPPNs (shown in Figure 1a) also incorporate sine, linear, and Gaussian activation functions that can bias toward certain types of regularities (e.g. repetition, repetition with variation, bilateral symmetry, etc.). Additionally, CPPNs are typically applied across a broader range of possible inputs like coordinates of a two-dimensional space, therefore allowing them to produce e.g. two-dimensional images (Figure 1b).

In this paper, CPPNs are evolved with NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT; 27), which was originally designed to solve complex control and decision tasks. NEAT begins evolution with a minimal network topology and complexifies through evolution by adding and mutating connections and nodes to the evolving network. CPPNs evolved in this way have generated picture patterns in Pichreder [26], musical voices in MaestroGenesis [11], flowers in Petalz [24, 23], and weapon visuals in the video game Galactic Arms Race [8]. Inspired by the quality of results from these approaches, this paper explores the space of one-dimensional sound waves created by CPPNs and searched with NEAT. By representing timbres through hidden node activation functions inherited from analog sound synthesis, CPPNs can in principle reproduce and elaborate on traditional waveforms to produce novel timbres.

### 2.3 Constructing Wavetables

The patterns produced by CPPNs are the basis to create playable wavetable oscillators in this paper. Wavetables are popular in digital sound synthesis and are in essence an array of $N$ values, where each value represents the oscillator’s amplitude at a particular point in the cycle (Figure 2).

While wavetables are sometimes described as “the sequence of numbers that represent a single cycle of a regular, periodic waveform” [22] others describe it as a technique for stepping through a series of periodic waveforms (in a table) for the duration of each note played [13]. Like analog oscillators, this paper represents wavetables as a single, arbitrary waveform that are playable in a periodic fashion.

The waveforms for building wavetable oscillators can come from a variety of sources. For instance, some are pre-processed and pre-recorded. A recent, notable example of such a synthesizer is Animoog, whose “diverse library of timbres is derived from analog waveforms captured from classic Moog oscillators, both vintage and modern, and run through...high-end outboard and analog signal processors” [21], thus delivering some of the desired qualities of analog hardware synthesizers to the more affordable digital domain.

Some audio synthesis applications help users create wavetable oscillators by allowing users to draw arbitrary waveforms freely by hand. Others employ techniques from vector graphics to shape the periodic waveforms, such as Bézier curves such as the DIN Is Noise synthesizer [25]. These methods challenge the ability to apply visual imagination to the process of shaping interesting timbres. Instead of designing waveforms directly, the new approach presented in this paper lets the user interactively evolve such waveforms, which are encoded by CPPNs. These waveforms are then automatically converted into playable wavetable oscillators.

While there appear to be no previous applications of CPPN-NEAT to create wavetable oscillators (CSSNs), a previous approach evolves soundtrack patterns with CPPN-NEAT [31] and guitar effect pedals [6].

### 3. APPROACH

The approach presented here focuses on the CSSN representation for sound synthesis and provides an initial investigation into the space of timbres evolved through NEAT. To facilitate the exploration of the space of CSSN timbres, populations of waveforms are presented to the user and evolved through IEC.
Figure 3: Compositional Sound Synthesis Network. The CSSN has three inputs and two outputs. It receives the absolute values of numbers in a sequence that represents a single cycle of a waveform, and periodic inputs as sine waves produced from multiples of the numbers in that same sequence. The two CSSN outputs allow the assembly of a simple frequency modulation synthesizer, in which the modulator output can affect the oscillation frequency of the carrier oscillator output.

Figure 2: Wavetable Oscillator. This figure shows the basic structure of a wavetable oscillator. Retrieved from http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikibooks/en/4/4b/SSWavetable.png.

The hope of this novel approach is that the generated waveforms reveal interesting timbres that can be serve as unique building blocks for the assembly of novel synthesizers while potentially offering a viable alternative to previous wavetable construction approaches. Additionally, IEC approaches have the unique potential to provide continual improvement in the perceived quality of additional musical voices [11].

The next sections explain the underlying CPPN-based representation in more detail, followed by a description of the interactive framework called Breedesizer.

3.1 CPPN Waveform Synthesis

A crucial aspect of generating timbres in this paper is the representation, which is based on CPPNs. CPPNs are particularly suited to produce structured waveforms because of their ability to generate patterns with important regularities such as symmetry and repetition [28, 26]. A fundamental difference between the timbre-encoding CPPNs in this paper and the CPPNs employed in Pichreeder (Figure 1) is that they work with one-dimensional instead of two-dimensional inputs to the networks.

The novel approach presented here is called a compositional sound synthesis network (CSSN), an extension of CPPNs to generate playable wavetable oscillators. The current CSSN implements sine, cosine, and inverse tangent activation functions, but further exploration will likely benefit from including a wider variety of functions in the set, such as those representing the classic analog waveforms (e.g. Sawtooth, Square and Triangle).

An overview of the approach is shown in Figure 3. The CSSN is queried with one-dimensional input \( y \) that represent each sample of the waveform to be generated. The numbers are in a sequence that represents a single cycle of a periodic waveform between -1 and 1. To ensure continuity between the ends of the waveforms, the absolute value of \( y \) is provided as input instead of \( y \) directly. To produce repetition in CSSN outputs, \( \sin(n \times \text{abs}(y)) \) is fed into an additional input node, with an adjustable integer value \( n \) to allow different frequencies of repetition. Removing the application of the absolute value function on the \( y \) values passed to the sine wave calculation can result in discontinuous waveforms that may produce unpleasant or interesting timbres.

Each CSSN has two outputs to allow for the assembly of a simple frequency modulation (FM) [2] synthesizer; one output modulates the oscillation frequency of the carrier oscillator produced by the second output. The modulated FM synthesis produces a richer timbre than the unmodulated carrier oscillator. Figure 4 shows example waveforms created by different CSSNs with and without symmetry enabled. The underlying encoding is able to elaborate on the repeating sine input, the most fundamental building block of sounds in this paper, and produce personalized oscillators.

To create playable wavetable oscillators from the arbitrary waveforms produced by the CSSN, their signal data is decomposed to its constituent frequencies by a Fourier transform. The results of this process is a table of coefficients in a Fourier series, which represent the partials of a periodic waveform. The FM synthesizer are constructed in con-
Figure 4: Example Timbres Produced by Compositional Sound Synthesis Networks (CSSNs). This figure shows two waveforms produced by the same CSSN, either with inputs restricted to absolute values (a), or with those restrictions lifted from the periodic input node (b). The green curves represent the carrier wave and the blue curves represent the frequency modulation wave.

This is accomplished by forming two periodic waveforms as outputs from the evolved CPPN, where each is used to construct its own wavetable oscillator; one is acting as a modulator of the timbre produced by the other carrier output.

Using the Web Audio API\(^1\), those Fourier coefficients are transformed into a periodic wave, or a wavetable, which can have arbitrary harmonic content. The bigger the table (or sample size), the closer the approximation by the Fourier transform, and the size is adjustable in the user interface with a default of 1024.

More waveforms could easily be added as additional outputs to the CSSN and be used as building blocks of other audio synthesis techniques. The simple FM synthesis approach described here provides a glimpse into the possibilities of using this technique to arrange more complex synthesizers.

3.2 The IEC Application: Breedesizer

Breedesizer is written in HTML and JavaScript and is readily accessible in common web browsers without additional setup overheads of traditional software plug-ins. The program is publicly available at http://bthj.is/breedesizer.

Breedesizer allows the user to evolve CSSN-encoded musical timbres through IEC. A variety of different sliders can adjust mutation rates and the frequency of the periodic input to the CSSN or enable/disable FM modulation. Ten individuals are displayed at once to the user. Each waveform can be listened to by clicking on it or playing the virtual keyboard.

Figure 5: Breedesizer User Interface. Breedesizer allows the user to evolve CSSN-encoded musical timbres through IEC. A variety of different sliders can adjust mutation rates and the frequency of the periodic input to the CSSN or enable/disable FM modulation. Ten individuals are displayed at once to the user. Each waveform can be listened to by clicking on it or playing the virtual keyboard.

Breedesizer is built on the CPPN-NEAT implementation of the Worldwide Infrastructure for Neuroevolution (WIN)\(^2\) solution, which allows them to run in a web browser.

A screenshot of the Breedesizer user interface is shown in Figure 5. The interface presents one population of ten waveforms at a time, which are produced by the CSSN-encoding described in Section 3.1. The ten waveforms at the beginning of each IEC session are created randomly. Future generations are based on mating parents selected from the current population and mutating their offspring. Mutations in the CSSNs modify the connections weights or add nodes and new connections with a low probability.

Each waveform presented can be enabled for playback by clicking on it. An on-screen musical keyboard can be clicked with a pointing device to play different notes with the selected oscillator. The keys of a desktop computer’s QWERTY keyboard can also be clicked to play different notes.

In lessen user fatigue, each waveform instantly plays one short note when clicked (C3 at 130.813 Hz), for the duration of one quarter note at 120 BPM, 500 ms. The continuous playing of a selected MIDI song while auditioning the timbres of the different oscillators is still under development.

Mutation probabilities are adjustable in the user interface with two sliders, one for the probability of adding a connection and another for adding a node. A slider is also present for adjusting how many times to mutate each individual.

\(^2\)http://winark.org/, a proposed framework for turning any evolutionary domain into an online interactive platform [29]. The modules are compiled with the Component\(^3\)
Initially, this value is set to five to produce a large variety of different timbres for the first generation, and then reduced to a value of one.

The frequency of the periodic wave input is adjustable with a slider in the user interface, updating the waveform drawings in real time as the slider values are changed. This option allows the user to hear different timbre textures from each CSSN. An example of two waveform variations produced by the same CSSN with different periodic input frequencies is shown in Figure 6.

Three additional sliders are present in the user interface, for adjusting parameters to the FM synthesis configuration. The first sliders change the amplitude of the modulator, controlling its effect on the carrier wave. The second slider enables the detuning of the modulator wave, which is per default set to the same frequency as the carrier. Slightly detuning the modulator frequency produces an audible and often interesting phase change between the oscillators, with a loop between an in-phase and out-of-phase state. The third slider changes the modulator frequencies by multiples of the carrier frequency, where each slider step corresponds to \( \text{carrier/frequency} \).

The presence of those sliders can be considered as contrary to the primary aim of the presented IEC environment, which is to enable non-experts to discover interesting synthesized sounds; the adjustments of the optional parameters do not benefit from familiarity with the fundamentals of frequency modulation synthesis. However, those knowledge-demanding sliders are present in the user interface nonetheless, as the optional addition of FM synthesis (via a checkbox) from the output of each CSSN, is considered an important example of the possible uses for CPPN-NEAT beyond the mere formation of waveforms to base wavetable oscillators on. Additionally, the adjustment of those parameters is important for the appreciation of the expressive power that FM synthesis has to offer.

To provide a familiar synthesizer characteristic and allowing played notes to start and stop less abruptly, an ADSR envelope (Attack-Decay-Sustain-Release) can optionally be enabled while playing the musical keyboard.

4. EXPERIMENT

The main focus of this paper is to explore whether IEC allows an effective exploration of the search space induced by CSSN-encoded timbres. Additionally, the hope is that the quality of timbres should increase as evolution progresses. This section describes the IEC experiment in which the authors evolved timbres interactively and the listener study designed to elucidate its results.

4.1 Experimental Parameters

The CSSN probability of adding a new connection or a new node is set to 0.13 and the probability of changing a weight is 0.7. These parameters were found through prior experimentation. Population size is 10 per generation. The activation functions for each hidden neuron in the CSSNs are chosen from the canonical set of Gaussian, Bipolar sigmoid, sine and linear, each with a 0.25 probability of being added. The ADSR envelope is enabled for the study presented here, resulting in timbres that start and end smoothly by ramping up the volume at the beginning and then bringing it down at the end of the waveform.

4.2 Interactively Evolving Timbres

To study whether the CSSN can create a variety of novel timbres through IEC the authors evolved waveforms for 45 generations through the interface described in Section 3.1. The experiment is designed to provide insight into what type of sounds the CSSN can generate and what are the challenges faced when evolving timbres in this way.

While the particular run of interactive evolution reported in this paper is anecdotal, the hope is that it can nevertheless provide deeper insights into the particular interactions between IEC and CSSN-generated timbres. Most runs exhibited similar dynamics and features in the evolved sounds.

4.3 Listener Study

To explore whether timbres can increase in perceived quality over time, 26 users ranked five clips of Beethoven’s “Für Elise” played by related timbres from different generations in the same evolutionary lineage. The survey was administration through SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) and advertised through the ISMIR mailing list and colleagues of the authors. The survey reads:

Below are five clips of Beethoven’s Für Elise. Each one is played by a different instrument or timbre. Each clip differs only in the instrument being heard. Please rank your preferences from Most Favorite to Least Favorite.

5. RESULTS

This section presents the results of interactively evolving timbres by the authors and the insights from the listener study. The CSSN-generated sounds, which also serve as the basis for the listener study, are available through the survey on SurveyMonkey: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/TZX6DJ6. The corresponding generations for the wavefiles in the survey are C=0, B=3, E=20, A=36, and D=45.
Table 1: Average Scoring of Survey Participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1 Evolving Timbres

The initial population of waveforms, presented in the Breederizer interface, already provides an interesting variety of timbres. The miscellaneity of waveforms initially presented can be attributed to the high number of mutations performed on the individuals created from the population seeds, but the interestingness of the timbres can be attributed to the representational properties of CPPNs.

Figure 7 shows a lineage of timbre evolution of generations 0, 3, 20, 36, and 45. Evolution through the first generations commonly produces more variety of timbres with a similar perceived quality. Individuals that emerge and after generation four can produce less pleasing sounds than their predecessors and continued evolution can show little or no improvement for the immediately following generations. It may seem like the initial production of variety has stopped, as monotonic timbres of inferior quality are produced over several successive generations.

This period of apparent deterioration, or stagnation at best, gives the user performing the IEC little incentive to continue the evolution, but if he or she perseveres, interesting individuals can emerge again after generation 20. The increase in variety and perceived quality is commonly maintained beyond that point and the timbres can be perceived as fuller, with lesser resemblance of a tin can sound. This increase in richness of the produced sounds can be attributed to subtle nuances that begin to appear in the waveforms, as especially apparent in the blue waveform of Figure 7d.

The pattern of perceived timbre quality during the IEC process is reflected in the user study, discussed next.

5.2 Listener Study Results

The results from the 26-person listener study are shown in Figure 8 and summarized in Table 1. Participants commonly preferred the sounds from the first generation to those from the immediately following generations, and sounds produced beyond generation 20 are favored still more.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The representational properties of CPPNs to form periodic waves enables the presented CSSN approach to produce a variety of timbres. In this way, CSSNs offer a viable alternative to more traditional wavetable construction methods such as free-form drawing or shaping Bézier curves by hand. Future work aims to compare the spaces of timbres that can be produced with these approaches to further explore the structure of the presented search space.

Furthermore, collaborative effort in the evolutionary process, in which users can branch off each others work in a fashion similar to that offered by Picbreeder [26], could help overcome the lack of incentive given by the initial periods of evolutionary stagnating. Fatigue sets soon in, especially when dealing with sound, and a user with “fresh ears” could be more likely to have the extra patience needed to steer the evolution in an interesting direction.

Future work will also focus on leveraging the CSSN’s ability to create a wider variety of different sounds. Exploration in the space of single waveforms output from each CSSN can be of limited interest, while using multi-waveforms to construct more complex synthesis configurations may prove to be more interesting and fruitful. The CSSN approach can easily be extended to output more waveforms, which would be different but still functionally related. The additional FM synthesis output in this paper showed how such an addition can make the produced timbres more interesting. Other audio synthesis techniques are based on the combination of many periodic waveforms, both for timbre and control, and they could provide interesting search spaces for exploration. Additionally, CSSNs could output waveforms for each entry in a wavetable, and one additional waveform to define a curve guiding the sweeps through the series of periodic waveforms in this table, similar to wavetable synthesis.

Eventually, whole synthesizer configurations (i.e. where oscillator outputs flow through filters and are affected by control signals) could be evolved. Instead of specifying activation functions, each network node would designate one component of the synthesizer while the weights on connections between nodes would define the strength of interaction between the components.
The CSSN presented in this paper enables a variety of different applications, thus opening up a new research direction in sound synthesis.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel method for sound synthesis, called compositional sound synthesis networks (CSSNs). The CSSN representation is explored with a new application called Breedesizer that allows users to interactively evolve CSSN-encoded sounds. The benefit of the CSSN representation is that it enables the generation of arbitrary waveforms, thereby offering a viable alternative to traditional methods of sound synthesis. Users can elaborate on CSSN-generated timbres through Breedesizer, allowing an amateur composer to generate novel and rich sounds. Future work will focus on extending the approach presented in this paper to evolve CSSNs that output a multitude of different waveforms and eventually complete synthesizers.
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